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ABSTRACT : WWW has becomes today not only an accessible and searchable information source but also one of
the most important communication channels. One of the key steps in Knowledge Discovery in Databases is to
create a suitable target data set for the data mining. Clustering of data is a method by which large sets of data
is grouped into clusters of smaller sets of similar data.K-means clustering algorithm suffers from two major
shortcomings, right value of clusters (k) are initially unknown and effective selections of initial seed are also
difficult. In this dissertation, the efficient algorithm is proposed which overcomes initial seed problem and also
the validation of cluster problem. The comparison is performed between proposed fuzzy clustering algorithm,
fuzzy C-means and K-mean clustering algorithm on web log dataset to test its accuracy and efficiency.
Keywords: K-means, Initial seed, Validation, fuzzy clustering, Efficiency.

I. INTRODUCTION
Classification is a basic human conceptual
activity.Children learns very early in their lives to classify
the objects in their environment and to associate the
resulting classes with nouns in their languages. "Cluster
analysis" is the generic name for a wide variety of
procedures that can be used to create classification. These
procedures empirically, form "clusters" or group of highly
similar entities. Often similarity is assessed according to a
distance measure. Clustering is a common technique for
statistical data analysis, which is used in many fields,
including machine learning, data mining, pattern recognition,
image analysis and bioinformatics.
Many Clustering algorithms have been developed for
finding useful patterns in datasets, in which Fuzzy C-means
is the simplest and easiest to implement. Fuzzy C-means is
the most celebrated and widely used clustering technique.
Despite of its popularity for general clustering K-means
suffers from three major shortcomings: it scales poorly
computationally, the number of clusters K has to be
supplied by the user and the performance of K-means
depends on the initial guess of partition. Many of the
variants of K-means how to self generate the clusters
without providing the number of clusters is not much
explored at present, which is a major drawback of K-means
clustering Algorithm. Another well used approach is
Expectation Maximization algorithm (EM) and fuzzy K-means
(FKEM). The Expectation Maximization algorithm is the
most frequently used technique for estimating class
conditional probability density functions (PDF) in both
univariate and multivariate cases and in another technique,
fuzzy logic applied with expectation maximization and gives
optimal clusters and provides better results and Soft
computing is a collection of new techniques in artificial
intelligence, which exploit the tolerance for imprecision,
uncertainty and partial truth to achieve tractability,
robustness and low solution cost.

This paper proposed an algorithm that eliminates the
drawback of K-means clustering algorithm. Validation of
clustering is also a challenging task which improves the
efficiency of clustering so this algorithm will also find the
generated clusters are valid or not.

II. PREVIOUS WORK
A lot of algorithms have been developed that suit
specific domains. K-means clustering algorithm is a simple
and fast approach to classify the data sets. Initially we
have large number of seeds. After those samples are
assigned to each cluster based on its distance from the
seed (centroid). The centroid is computed for each set and
the data points are reassigned. The algorithm runs until it
converges or until desired number of cluster is obtained.
Several variations and improvements of original
K-means algorithm have been done means algorithm of
Macqueen is widely used for its simplicity; Forgy algorithm
shows convergence to a local minimum. Here convergence
depends on the initial clustering and no guarantee for
optimal clustering. Fuzzy logic is based on human reason
of approximation. Fuzzy logic is used in problems where
the results can be approximate rather than exact. Hence,
the principles of fuzzy logic suit well to clustering problems.
Clustering problems measure some kind of closeness
between similar objects. Fuzzy logic has been widely used
in various fields to provide flexibility to classical algorithm.
Fuzzy C-means is the earlier well known approach to classify
the data using fuzzy. Fuzzy C-means clustering involves
two processes: the calculation of cluster centers and the
assignment of points to these centers using a form of
Euclidian distance. This process is repeated until the cluster
centers stabilize. The algorithm is similar to K-means
clustering in many ways but incorporates fuzzy set's
concepts of partial membership and forms overlapping
clusters to support it. It assigns membership value to the
data items for the clusters within a range of 0 to 1. The
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algorithm needs a fuzzification parameter m in the range
[1, n] which determines the degree of fuzziness in the
clusters. When m reaches the value of 1 the algorithm
works like a crisp partitioning algorithm and for larger values
of m the overlapping of clusters is tend to be more. The
algorithm calculates the membership value  as:
1
 m1

 1
 
 d ji 

 j ( xi ) 
k 1



p

1

1  m1
 
 d ji 

where j(xi ) is the membership of xi in jth cluster
dji is the distance of xi in Cj
p is the number of specified cluster
m is fuzzification parameter
And new cluster centers are calculated with the fuzzy
membership values as:
Cj 

 i [ j ( xi )]m xi
 i [ j ( xi )]m

The main restriction is that the sum of membership
values of a data point xi in all the clusters must be one
and this tends to give high membership values for the
outlier points, so the algorithm has difficulty in handling
outlier points. Secondly, the membership of a data point in
a cluster depends directly on its membership values in other
cluster centers and this sometimes happens to produce
unrealistic results.
In fuzzy C-means method a point will have partial
membership in all the clusters. The third limitation of the
algorithm is that due to the influence (partial membership)
of all the data members, the cluster centers tend to move
towards the center of all the data points. The fourth
constraint of the algorithm is its inability to calculate the
membership value if the distance of a data point is zero.
Fuzzy C-means algorithm is a most popular fuzzy
clustering algorithm. Many approaches have been proposed
to improve the performance of the algorithm.
1. C-means with Modified Distance Function: Frank
Klawonn and Annette Keller have proposed a
modified C-means algorithm with new distance
function which is based on dot product instead of
the conventional Euclidean distance. This method
aims at identifying clusters with new shapes. With
this modified C-means membership function, the fuzzy
clustering algorithm can form clusters into their
natural shapes.
2. Modified C-means for MRI Segmentation: Lei Jiang
and Wenhui Yang presented a new approach for
robust segmentation of Magnetic Resonance images
(MRI) that have been corrupted by intensity in
homogeneities and noise. The algorithm is formulated

by modifying the objective function of the standard
fuzzy C means (FCM) method to compensate for
intensity in homogeneities.
3. Adaptive Fuzzy Clustering
The adaptive fuzzy clustering algorithm is a
modified version of the C-means clustering and it
is proposed by Krisnapuram and Keller. The adaptive
fuzzy clustering algorithm is efficient in handling
data with outlier points. In comparison with C-means
algorithm, it gives only very low membership for
outlier points .Since the sum of distances of points
in all the clusters involves in membership calculation,
this method tends to produce very less membership
values when the number of clusters and points
increases and this is the main limitation of it.
4. In reformed fuzzy C-means a neighbourhood
influence parameter  at each pixel is calculated. The
probabilistic constraint is removed by equating sum
of membership function in a cluster to n.
C  n 1 (u , k )  n

Fuzzy K-means improves the basic K-means version
with fuzzy. This method is divided into steps. In this
method K-means is performed at the first step and fuzzy
maximum likelihood is estimated at the second step. EM is
an iterative algorithm that is used in problems where data
is incomplete or missing. It is widely used in computer
vision, speech processing and pattern recognition. The
Expectation Maximization algorithm is the most frequently
used technique for estimating class conditional probability
density functions (PDF) in both univariate and multivariate
cases. EM starts with an initial estimate for the missing
variables and iterates to find the maximum likelihood (ML)
for these variables. Maximum likelihood methods estimate
the parameters by values that maximize the sample's
probability for an event. EM algorithm is an iterative
technique with four major steps. The first step is initializing
the hidden variables. The second step estimates the
unobserved variables with respect to known variables. In
the third step we compute the maximum likelihood for
unobserved data and then finally check for the stop
condition. The frequent references to log-likelihoods in
connection with maximum likelihood estimation are a
computational short-cut, rather than a theoretical necessity.
This is because maximum likelihood estimates involve the
multiplication of many small probabilities which, because
of rounding errors, may get truncated to zero. Let X = (x1,
 } a statistical
…., xn) be a random vector and { f x ( x / ) : C
model parameterized by  = (1, …., k), the parameter vector
in the parameter space . The likelihood function is a map
L :   R given by
L(/x) = fx(x/)
In other words, the likelihood function is functionally
the same in form as a probability density function. However,
the emphasis is changed from the x to the . The pdf is a
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function of the x's while holding the parameters 's
constant; L is a function of the parameters 's, while
holding the x's constant. When there is no confusion,
L(/x) is abbreviated to be L().
The parameter vector ˆ such that L(ˆ) > = L() for all
  is called a maximum likelihood estimate, or MLE, of
C
.
Many of the density functions are exponential in
nature; it is therefore easier to compute the MLE of a
likelihood function L by finding the maximum of the natural
log of L, known as the log-likelihood function:
l(/x) = ln[L(/x)]

III. APPROACH USED
This proposed clustering approach self generates the
right number of cluster and minimizes the sum of square
error after that find the generated clusters are valid or not
using log likelihood function. After that test to efficiency
and performance of this proposed algorithm apply on web
log data.
Steps of Proposed work
Step 1: Resource extraction is the process of retrieving
the desired web log data files from the web server. These
access log files contain information in CERN (Common Log
Format).
In this phase of our work:
1. Extract web log data file from web server which
contains some common fields:
 User's IP address.

 Access date and time.

 Request method (GET or POST).
 URL of the page accessed.

set of the bases of feature vector and fuzzy parameter.
Proposed algorithm is completed in two stages: in the first
stage fuzzy parameter is generated from the feature vector
and according to that fuzzy parameter, number of cluster
and their centroid is generated in the second stage
according the clusters similarity they merge into a one
cluster.
Step 4: After the Step 3, cluster validation phase is
performed which will find the number of generated clusters
are valid or not.
Proposed Algorithm
Step 1: Initialization of Object in a Gaussian Dataset.
(a) X = {X1, X2, ….. Xn) be a set of data objects.
(b) (P1, P2 ..... Pj) is the nature of data.
(c) Domain of nature is defined as:
DOM(Pj) = (P1, P2 …. Pj)
Kth object is Xk(1 < k < n)
Xk = (Xk1, Xk2 …… Xkp)
Xkj € DOM(Pj)(1 < j < P)
Step 2: Finding dissimilar center of cluster.
(a) Initialize a generating function M(Xkj, Xlj)
Here D is the dissimilar centre of cluster.
Here Xl and Xk are two different parameterized nature
objects.
D(Xk, Xl) = For J = 1 to P
If
(Xk, Xl) then
D(Xk, Xl) = 0
Else
D(Xk, X1) = Cnew
Step 3: Initialization of Fuzzy parameter.

 Transfer protocol (HTTP 1.0, HTTP 1.1,).

(a) Set nature of objects S (1, )

 Number of bytes transmitted.

Initialize V is the Value of Max Cluster.
If Fm = V then

 Success of return code.

2. Give this web log data file as an input to web log
parsing tool: Web Log Explorer.
Web Log Explorer takes your log file, parse it and build
reports by grouping or filtering the extracted data. Then
we explore page view request in resulting table and export
this report in CSV File (Excel).
3. Select task relevant data from excel file. This task
relevant data contain 2 fields:
 Web pages.

 Frequency of web page.
Step 2: K-mean algorithm work on only numerical data
so mapping is performed on web pages. And assign every
web page to unique numerical value.
Step 3: After the Step 2, proposed clustering algorithms
are performed. This clustering algorithm is applied on Data

Fm is a fuzzy Parameter i.e. Fm  S

Reset Fm  (1, )

(b) Find the membership Function on the basis of fuzzy
parameter on the given data and find the centroid of cluster.
Let n is a number of objects and C is a number of
Clusters.
Xk is the Kth object
i is the ith center of cluster

ik is the membership value.
U  ik and V   i


D( X k ,  i )
D( X k ,  j )
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ik  (  )

1
2m  1
Em is the estimation function; it is derived on the basis
of value of ik and the value of i .
Em (U , V ) 
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n

c
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2
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Step 4: Find the Validity of Cluster
Set count = 0
For i = 1 to n do
For j = 1 to n do
If [ln(L(Fm'/X')] = = ln[L(Fm/X)]
Then
Show "Cluster is Valid"
Else
Cluster is invalid
Count = count+1;
Show "count"
Exit

IV. RESULT ANALYSIS
Data Set

Table 1: Data Set and Cluster for K-means Algorithm.
Data 10 0
set

20 0

30 0

40 0

50 0

60 0

70 0

80 0

900 1000

Clus- 3
te r

5

7

8

6

6

6

5

5

4

Table 2: Data Set and Cluster for fuzzy C-mean
Algorithm.
Data 10 0
set

20 0

30 0

40 0

50 0

60 0

70 0

80 0

900 1000

Clus- 3
te r

5

4.1

2

8.3

7.4

5.4

3.1

3.6

2.9

Above graph and table shows the performance of fuzzy
C-means algorithm on random number of data sets. When
membership value reached maximum so performance will be
constant after that it will be degraded.

Fig. 3. Performance of Proposed algorithm.

Table 3: Data Set and Cluster for proposed Algorithm.
Data 10 0
set

20 0

30 0

40 0

50 0

60 0

70 0

80 0

900 1000

Clus- 3
te r

5

8

10

12

12

12

12

12

12

Above graph and table shows the performance of
proposed algorithm by number of clusters developed when
random number of data sets was taken. This algorithm
generates all the clusters in non fractional format which is
good symbol for efficiency in clustering.
Fig. 1. Performance of K-means Algorithm.

Above graph and table shows the number of clusters
developed when random number of data sets was taken. If
results are taken theoretically and practically it is found
that the results are different. It has been assume that
whatever cluster formed is correct since this algorithm is
inefficient to find the correct cluster and defomalization of
cluster dataset take place. The points denoted on the graph
shows fractional data set.

(20-97%)

Fig. 4. Validation of Proposed algorithm.

This pie chart represents the validation of clusters in
J-means algorithm; Where Cyan color shows the 90-97% of
validity of generated clusters.

V. CONCLUSION
Fig. 2. Performance of fuzzy C-mean algorithm.

The new algorithm of clustering is proposed which
efficiently overcome the major drawbacks viz. right number
of cluster and initial seed (center point) problem. Proposed
efficient clustering algorithm is based on two specific
factors, fuzzy parameter which initially selects the random
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value from the feature vector and decide the number of
cluster. Second is, specific factor which merge the clusters
according to the similarity. The proposed algorithm is
efficiently applied on realistic web log data to mine number
of web pages frequently access by the client.
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